Cinnaberry by 3 Sisters

Holly Berries
PATTERN NOTES

Finish Sized: 63" x 63"
Made with 28 to 30 sheets of Cake Mix Recipe 4

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

Background

Blocks: From the 2 – ½-yard pieces, cut 1 strip – 10" x 42" wof.
  • From each strip, cut 3 squares – 10" x 10". Cut a total of 6 squares.

Blocks: From the 6 fat quarters – cut 1 strip – 10" x 21" wof.
  • From each strip, cut 2 squares – 10" x 10". Cut a total of 12 squares.

Setting Triangles: From the 2/3-yard piece, cut 3 strips – 7¼" x 42" wof.
  • From the strips, cut a total of 11 squares – 7½" x 7½".

Red:

Blocks: From the 2 fat quarters – cut 1 strip – 10" x 21" wof.
  • From each strip, cut 2 squares – 10" x 10". Cut a total of 4 squares.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Unless specified otherwise, all seams are a scant ¼" seam allowance.

Half-Triangle Squares

Select a minimum of 28 light background squares and 28 medium/dark red print Layer Cake squares – 10" x 10". Sort the squares to make 28 pairs with one background and one red square.

There will be enough fabric to make 33 pairs. But not wanting to use the tone-on-tone duplicate squares, I added a few extra print squares.

Layer the squares with right sides together and the lighter square on top.

Layer 1 Cake Mix 4 Recipe Card on top and pin to secure - do not pin on the dotted stitching lines.

This will yield 8 HTSs that finish at 4" x 4" – that measure 4½" x 4½" after cutting and pressing.

Following the directions on the pad and paper, stitch 28 recipe cards – that will yield sufficient HTSs for the layout.

Trim the Recipe Cards on the outside line – the one designated 4" x 4" Cutting Line.

Cut the Cake Mix to yield four squares and eight triangles.

With the paper still on, press the seams to the dark side. (It does work.)
Remove the paper. Trim the little corner triangles.

Make 224 HTSs.

**Side Setting Triangles**

Select 9 of the 7½" x 7½" squares. Cut each square twice on the diagonal to yield 4 triangles from each square. A total of 36 triangles are needed.

The squares have been cut ½" larger than necessary to allow for some “float”.

**Corner Setting Triangles**

Cut the remaining 7½" x 7½" squares once on the diagonal to yield 2 triangles from each square. A total of 4 triangles are needed.

The squares have been cut ¼" larger than necessary.

**Assembling the Quilt Top**

Lay out the HTSs as shown – 20 diagonal rows. There will be setting triangles on the ends of each row – except for the two middle rows.

Join the HTSs to make rows – pressing the seams in one direction and alternating the direction with each row. Or press the seams open.

Add the Corner Setting Triangles to the four corners as shown.

The quilt top will measure approximately 63" x 63".

Finally, while it isn’t required, we recommend stay-stitching the outside edge of the quilt top approximately ¹∕₈" from the edge using a regular stitch length. It keeps the seams from separating during quilting – and it keeps them flat.

Layer, quilt and bind.
**Fabric Requirements**

**Blocks:** 1 Cinnaberry Layer Cake

| 44200LC |

**Blocks:** 1/3 Yard

| 44200 21 | 44207 21 |

**Blocks:** 1/2 Yard

| 44202 11 | 44202 21 | 44203 14 |
| 44203 21 | 44204 11 | 44205 21 |
| 44206 12 | 44207 12 |

**Setting Triangles:** 2/3 Yard

| 44201 21 |

**Binding:** 5/8 Yard

| 44203 14 |

**Backing:** 4 Yards

| 44201 12 |

**Additional Materials:**

1 Pad Moda Cake Mix Recipe 4

---

**Brighten the Winter Season with Vivid Red!**

Whether it’s set against a snowy landscape or a gray wintery day, the 3 Sisters know that the color red is always a showstopper. Cinnaberry colors the Sisters’ favorite florals and paisleys in shades of red, vanilla and almond. And while we love this collection for holiday quilts and décor, these fabrics will work throughout the year.